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About This Game

360 No Scope is a fast pace shooter that requires skill and accuracy if you want win. Take the fun and chaos of insta-gib mode
throw in the only way to get ammo is by doing a 360, plus ability to run on walls, ceilings, and change your gravity at any time

and you have a fun, chaotic, challenging deathmatch experience like you have never played before, so grab your friends and find
how who is the true No scope champion! Do you have the skill to win?

With Horde mode face endless waves of drones seeking to destroy you. How long can you last?

360 No Scope! Features include
2 Game Modes

Death Match

Horde mode

Full controller support
Wall running

Change your gravity with a push of a button.
Unique game play.
4 player local play
Argument settler
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360 No Scope! was made by a 2 man team.
Music by Eric Skiff
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Title: 360 No Scope!
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Rabid Design Studio
Publisher:
Rabid Design Studio
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Newer 2014

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Generally anything made since 2004

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Anything

English
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Three, Three. Three games in one. Very well done. Great graphics. Videos don't do it justice.
. GOTY 2018 btw. Neptune Flux is a fun, beautiful undersea adventure game. I found the story compelling and would love to
know more about the world in which it takes place. Play time was just shy of two hours, if that is a factor in anyone's purchasing
decision tree, but I would definitely purchase and play a sequel.. Only played the game a little so far as you can see from my
video link below -

https:\/\/youtu.be\/_ZhIPcc5_yM

But in General it seems a fun little puzzle game you seem to just use the mouse (left button) and keyboard (W,S,A,D and Space
bar) to move your charter around The little girl (and the Golem, when he follows you or your pushing him etc). As well as
moving the camara (what seems to snap back if you zoom to much in) as well as being able to speed the game up what is also
nice.

I like the neat little animations the girl does when she jumps of things or spins around stuff it isn't needed but adds a nice charm
to the game, They seems to be 10 levels (Or Puzzle rooms if you will) from what I can see so far (again not finished yet).

I had a problem with my Radeon RX Vega 64 (AMD) PC that the game kept crashing my system (I play spellforce 3, Elex, star
Citizen, Total War: Warhammer just to name a few games on that system fine) most of the time but on my wife's Nivida 1070
(Intel) it worked smooth as butter not a single problem so just putting down to warn since I assume that will get fixed or it is a
unique case with my Vegas PC etc.

So all in all for the price it is a nice little game especially if you like puzzle click based games etc if your not really in to that
then I guess this game is not for you etc.

Anyway hope this review and the above video of me trying to game helps any one who is taking a look at this little charming
puzzle game etc.. Being able to place and angle each gun on your ship is a lot of fun to mess around with.
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I am really enjoying this game! The brick breaking game is fun and challenging and has for "worlds" to unlock which equates to
40 levels, four of which are boss fights. I have already gotten 8 hours of gameplay out of it and I still have a lot more content to
unlock! The archery is fun and also has 40 levels I think. The shield blocking game as well. It's super polished. I thought it was
worth the price!

There is a bug or "feature" where world 2 of the brick breaking game doesn't unlock unless you hit "Next" after beating the first
boss. Don't hit "Select level". Then you need to beat the bonus round and 2-1 in order for it to unlock! I don't know if its the
same for the other bosses because that's the only one I did. Took me awhile to figure it out. It was frustrating.. Only thing wrong
with this DLC is the RPM indicator was taken from a Piper Cherokee.... The green arc should only go between 2000 and 2500
rpm. Other than that, great DLC! 9.9\/10. This game was my childhood 10/10.
Brought back so many memories.. If you played earlier versions of this game and found them lacking in some way, you might
want to give it another try (v. 1.016). I have played a game in the Competive AI mode for quite a few hours now and have built
a substantial base. Gone are the crashes and game critical bugs. It is a good balance between real Mars simulation and game
play. Overcome the challenges our first actual settlers to Mars will face - in 10 years or so! I especially like tearing up and down
the Martian mountains and through narrow valleys via my trusty rover. It is civilization-building in a life threatening
environment at its best (think The Martian). Graphics and tutorial could use further improvements, but Mars terraine and inside
base scenes are already great, and I'm confident the game will continue to evolve and develop. For just $8+, this is your chance
to get in on the ground floor of what your constructive suggestions could make into a very popular game.. You know those
strategy flash games where there are nodes that generate arbitrary numbers and you set them on enemy nodes to capture them?
same frigging thing as this game. In my humble opinion NOT with two friggin red cents
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